An appropriate similarity measure between images is one of the key techniques in search-based image annotation models. In order to capture the nonlinear relationships between visual features and image semantics, many kernel distance metric learning(KML) algorithms have been developed. However, when challenged with large-scale image annotation, their metrics can't explicitly represent the similarity between image semantics, and their algorithms suffer from high computation cost. Therefore, they always lose their efficiency. In this paper, we propose a manifold kernel metric learning (M KML) algorithm. Our M KML algorithm will simultaneously learn the manifold structure and the image annotation metrics. The main merit of our M KML algorithm is that the distance metrics are builded on image feature's interior manifold structure, and the dimensionality reduction on manifold structure can handle the high dimensionality challenge faced by KML. Final experiments verify our method's efficiency and effectiveness by comparing it with state-of-the-art image annotation approaches. key words: image annotation, kernel distance metric learning, manifold structure learning
Introductions
With the ever-growing popularity of digital photography and social media, the number of images with user-provided tags available over the internet has increased dramatically in the last decade. However, many user-provided tags are incomplete or inaccurate in describing the visual content of images [1] , making them difficult to be utilized for tasks such as tag based image retrieval and tag recommendation. Therefore, automatic image annotation is one of the challenge problems.
In general, the automatic image annotation methods can be categorized into three groups:(i) generative models [2] , [3] , which are designed to model the joint distribution between tags and visual features, (ii) discriminative models [4] , [5] which view image annotation as a classification problems where each keyword is treated as an independent class, and (iii) search based approaches [6] , [7] .
Recently published papers about image annotation show that search based approaches are more popular than either generative or discriminative models. TagProp [8] constructs a similarity graph for all images, and propagates the label information via the graph. In [9] a majority voting scheme among the neighboring images is proposed. Moreover, some researchers use Distance Metric Learning (DML) algorithms to infer the unknown image tags from the similarity between images. Since the big gap between image features and image semantics is always present [12] , an appropriate distance metrics is very importance, and even determine the final performance. The early studies mainly focus on linear distance metrics, and they have been developed to learn a linear DML from pairwise constraints [13] , and some of them are designed exclusively for image annotation [11] , [14] , [15] . However, images always have a nonlinear relationship and multi-modal patterns [16] - [19] . Kernel Metric Learning (KML) [16] , [18] , [22] has been proposed to overcome this problem. The key idea is to map the data from the original vector space into the kernel nonlinear spaces. Despite the success of KML, there are several limitations that make it difficult to directly apply KML to large scale image annotation. First, traditional KML methods need to convert image annotations into binary constraints, and this lead to a significant information loss. Second, the high dimensionality of KML usually leads to a high computational cost in solving the related optimization problems. Finally, the high dimensionality of KML may lead to the over-fitting of training data [21] . Therefore, Feng [22] proposed a robust kernel metric learning(RKML) algorithm based on the regression technique that is able to directly utilize image annotations. RKML model the image annotation as a following optimization problem:
Where S = (s i, j ∈ R) is the similarity measure between two images x i and x j based on their annotations y i and y j . K = k x i ,x j is the kernel matrix, T is a linear operator learned from the training examples. RKML directly utilizes image feature space to calculate the kernel metrics. However, image feature space always has a manifold structure. Let us take the airplane image for example. In the internet, the airplane image may have different viewpoints, i.e. front viewpoint, side viewpoint and back viewpoint. Pixels of two airplane image in different viewpoints are totally different, however, the image feature, i.e. sift, has some robustness in scale and rotaCopyright c 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers tion. The image feature of airplane may be distributed on the viewpoint's manifold structure. If the distance of two image features is calculated from this manifold structure, it can more explicitly represent the similarity of two images. Inspired by that, we introduce the manifold learning into RKML, and propose a Manifold Kernel Matric Learning (M KML) algorithm, which simultaneously learns the manifold structure and the image annotation metrics.
The Manifold Kernel Matric Learning (M KML) Algorithm
Let X = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) be a set of training instances, where
Let m be the number of classes, and Y = y 1 , · · · , y n is the class assignments of the training instances, where y i ∈ {0, 1} m with y i,j = 1, if x i is assigned to class j and zero otherwise. In our method, the manifold learning is introduced into RKML, and anew describe the problem as:
Where U is the manifold map matrix, T is a linear operator learned from the training examples, and L is the alignment matrix. Where both α and β are regularization terms. The parameter α is used to balance reconstruction error with the manifold constrain, and the parameter β is used to encourage the manifold map matrix U to be sparse. In our method, UU T 1 norm regularization is used for consideration that the system's optimization is easy.
In Eq. (2), our M KML introduce the manifold map matrix U(U ∈ R p×d , p ≤ d) to map the training instances X(X ∈ R d×n ) into a local manifold space. According to the manifold learning theory [10] , if the map relation can be efficiently learning, the distance of local manifold space can more explicitly represent the similarity of two images, and the performance of system will be improved. In general, p d, and the feature dimension in the manifold space will be extremely lower than that in the original space. When challenged with large-scale image annotation, our M KML will easily reach the state of convergence. Moreover, compared with Eq. (1), our objective of M KML is not only to learn the linear operator that is consistent with the class assignments of training examples, but also to encourage the map matrix to be sparse based on a manifold structure. Motivated by success of LLE [23] and the effective neighborhood relations preservation by heat kernel, we define the alignment L as diag(W T I)−W. The W = w i, j is the pairwise similarity matrix, where w i,j is the visual similarity between the image x i and x j . i.e., w i,
if j and i is the neighbourhood. By minimizing the objective in Eq. (2), we can simultaneously find out the manifold structure U and the linear operator T . For solving Eq. (2), we use the iterative optimization. First, fixed U, and solve T , then Eq. (2) will change as follow:
Equation (3) degenerates a standard RKML problem, and can be solved use the method [22] . Then fixed T , and solve U. Therefore, Eq. (2) will change as follow:
We transform Eq. (4) to the style of a quadratic form with the L1-norm penalty because the quadratic form can be effectively solved using the Least angle regression(LARS).
We use P to substitute the UX · (UX) T , then
Since the Matrix T and L are symmetric, we conduct standard eigenvalue decomposition on TT T + αLL T , and get
Where B is the eigenvector matrix, Λ i is the ith eigenvalue, and Λ = diag (Λ i ) is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. Substituting Eq. (7) back into Eq. (6), and get
Where
, it is straightforward to use LARS to obtain the optimal solution. So far, our M KML algorithm is developed for distance learning with raw vector based features. However, in many visual match problems, the descriptors are encoded as similarity on kernel matrices, without the raw features available. Therefore, a kernel extension is developed to handle this situation where features space is a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space(RKHS). A intuition of kernel trick is to use a non-linear function φ k and map the training and test samples form the original space into another higher dimensional RKHS, where we have φ k (x i ) T φ k x j = K x i , x j for some given kernel function K. The RBF Kernel is more frequently-used kernel function, however, the RBF Kernel is useful for smooth functions, whereas a bag of features requires a kernel that Table 1 The proposed M KML algorithm M KML Pseudo Code Input: The training samples X = {x i },i = 1, . . . , n, the regularization parameter α and β, the heat kernel L(L = diag(W T I)−W), properly initialize the matrices U 0 and T 0 , then, set t ← 0 Step1: Calculate the chi-squared kernel K of the training samples, and t = t + 1 ; Step2: Fixed U, and solve T . Equation (9) can be solved by the method [22] , and get the optimization T t ; Step3: Fixed T , and solve U. Equation (10) can be solved to obtain the optimal solution by LARS, and get the optimization U t ; Step4: If U t − U t−1 2 F and T t − T t−1 2 F does not decrease, or the iteration number t is larger than a predefined threshold, then exit. Otherwise go to step 2
Output: argmin
can handle discrete features. The motivation behind the chisquared kernel is to model the overlap between discrete features. Another merit of chi-squared kernel is that it doesn't need any parameters to tune. Therefore, a chi-squared kernel is used in our M KML algorithm. After kernel extension, we can rewrite the Eq. (3) as:
and rewrite the Eq. (8) as:
Equation (9) can be solved by method [22] , and Eq. (10) can be solved to obtain the optimal solution by LARS. Table 1 give the details about our M KML pseudo code.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of our M KML method for image annotation, we apply our method to three image annotation datasets [24] , and compare the overall recognition performance. Three datasets are chosen as follow:
ESP Game dataset: it is designed to harvest human intelligence to assign labels to images. The total number of images is 20,768. IAPR TC12 dataset: it consists of 19,267 images taken from locations around the world and comprising an assorted cross-section of still, natural images. This includes pictures of different sports and actions, photographs of people, animals, cities, landscapes and many other aspects of contemporary life.
Flickr1M dataset: it is comprised of more than one million images crawled from the Flickr website that are annotated by more than 700, 000 keywords. Since most keywords are only associated with a small number of images, the dataset only keep the 1, 000 most popular ones.
In these three datasets, a bag-of-words model based on densely sampled SIFT descriptors is used to represent the visual content. We randomly select 90% of images from each dataset as training set and use the remaining 10% for testing. The annotation accuracy is evaluated by the average precision for the top ranked image tags. Parameters for the baselines are directly set to their default values suggested by the original authors. Before the experiment, the regularization parameters {α, β} should been set. Regularization parameters {α, β} are used to balance the kernel distance metrics, manifold structure learning and sparse constraint. The regularization parameters {α, β} are chosen from the set {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100} , and after crossvalidation, the performance of the ESP Game, IAPR TC12 and the Flickr1M validation set are the best when the parameter {α, β} is {0.01,0.1} ,{0.01,0.1} and {0.001,0.1}, respectively.
we compare our M KML algorithm to linear DML algorithms and kernel extension, i.e., Discriminative component analysis(DCA) and Kernel DCA(KDCA) [20] , local fisher discriminant analysis(LFDA) and Kernel LFDA(KLFDA) [11] , and several state-of-the-art image annotation models including: (1) Two versions of the TagProp method [8] , using either rank based weights (TP-R) or distance-based weights (TP-D), (2) Tag Relevance (tRel) [9] based on the idea of neighbor voting, (3) 1-vs-1 SVM classification, using either linear (SVML) or RBF kernel (SVMK) classifiers. (4) RKML methods and their two versions extensions of RKML [22] , which are RKMLH and RLML methods. RKMLH runs RKML using binary constraints, and RLML is the linear version of RKML. We include Pop as a comparison reference which simply ranks tags based on their occurring frequency in the training set. Table 2-4 give the top N(N=1,4,7,10) average precision of IAPR TC12, ESP Game, and Flickr 1M, respectively. In the top N completed tags, top N average precision is to measure the ratio of correct tags, and is defined as When testing IAPR TC12 dataset, the performance of RLML, which is linear versions of RKML, is slighter worse than that of RKML. However, the performance of RKMLH is significantly worse than RMKL which directly uses the real-valued similarity measures, and confirm the significance of using real-valued similarities of DML. Table 2 shows that kernel method isn't always efficient, i.e., the performance of KDCA is worse than that of DCA. When testing ESP Game dataset, since the SVML model is 1vs1 SVM classifier using the linear kernel, the noise of ESP game will severely disturb the performance, and make the model losing its efficiency. When testing Flickr 1M dataset. SVML and SVMK don't work because of a large size training data. The performance of LFDA is very low because LFDA can't achieve the discriminative plane from the large size data. However, our method is more robust and achieve the best performance in these three datasets.
Surprisingly, in these three experiments, we observe that some image annotation models are only able to yield performance similar to that based on the Euclidean distance, and some of them even perform significantly worse than the Euclidean distance. This phenomenon indicates that the per- formance will decrease without efficiently learning the kernel distance and manifold structure. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm performs significantly better than the Euclidean distance because of simultaneously learning the kernel metric distance and manifold structure. Finally, we compare the performance under different feature dimensions. Figure 1 shows the average precision of Flickr 1M dataset for the top t annotated tags under different feature dimensions. The result shows that performance slightly decrease a little, even when the feature dimension is only 200.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a Manifold Kernel Matric Learning (M KML) algorithm, which will simultaneously learn the manifold structure and the image annotation metrics. The main merit of our M KML algorithm is that it can learn the more correct image annotation metrics, and the dimensionality reduction on manifold structure can handle the high dimensionality challenge faced by KML. For simultaneously learning the manifold structure and the image annotation metrics, we employ iterative optimization. It is unfortunate that the iterative optimization is very timeconsuming. In the future, we will plan to improve the speed of our method by parallel implementation and the GPU acceleration technique.
